
·  9 generations of string makers with 
a history of innovation

· The world’s largest string  company

· Industry leader for over 100 years

· Environmentally friendly since 1991

·  All products are designed and  
manufactured in the USA
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Generating the complete item number:
• SKU number (as listed in catalog)
• Space
• Size
• Tension

Example: H310W 4/4H

If bulk packs add:
• -B10

Example: J5802 LM-B10

This system applies to all Zyex,  
Helicore, Kaplan Solutions, Pro•Arté,  
and Prelude branded items. Pro•Arté™ Violin Strings

Nylon core strings, which are exceptional strings for  
advancing students and amateur players. The Pro•Arté 
strings have a warm sound, are less sensitive to humidity 
and temperature changes, and break in quickly.

Pro•Arté Violin Strings
Item# Description
J5601 E-tinned high carbon steel
J5601W E-aluminum wound
J5602 A-aluminum wound
J5603 D-aluminum wound
J5603S D-silver wound
J5604 G-silver wound
J56 Set coiled (aluminum D)
J56W Set coiled (aluminum E)
Available in 4/4, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 (fits 1/10), and 1/16. Fractional sizes available in medium  
tension only. All sets available in medium tension only. J56W and J5601W available in 4/4 
size only. 4/4 heavy and light tension available as singles only. Silver D single only.

Zyex® Composite Violin Strings
Zyex Composite strings are crafted with a new and 
highly refined configuration of Zyex synthetic core mate-
rial. This upgraded design allows the player to maintain  
better control of their tone and nuance, while maintaining 
an overall warm tone quality with fast break-in time and 

excellent pitch stability. Zyex Composite strings have a warmer sound than most 
other synthetic core strings, making them excellent for use on modern, brighter 
sounding instruments. Zyex is a registered trademark of Zyex, Inc.

Zyex Composite Violin Strings - Full Size
Item# Description
DZ311 E-tinned high carbon steel
DZ312 A-aluminum wound
DZ313A D-aluminum wound
DZ313S D-silver wound 
DZ314 G-silver wound
DZ310A Set coiled-(aluminum D)
DZ310S Set coiled-(silver D)

Available in 4/4 size; light, medium, & heavy tensions. 

NEW! Now available in fractional sizes!
Zyex Composite Violin Strings - Fractional Sizes
Item# Description
DZ311 E-tinned high carbon steel
DZ312 A-aluminum wound
DZ313 D-aluminum wound
DZ314 G-silver wound
DZ310 Set coiled
Available in 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 (fits 1/10), 1/16 scale length, medium tension only.

Prelude™ Violin Strings
A solid steel core string for students and amateur  
players that is durable and not affected by temperature and  
humidity changes. Prelude strings have the warmest sound 
of any solid steel core string, and are easy to bow.

Fiddle™ Violin Strings
D’Addario Fiddle Strings are the ultimate must-haves  
for old-style bluegrass and country fiddling. Crisp, reliable 
nickel flat wound on a steel core, D’Addario Fiddle Strings 
are stable and remain in tune.

Helicore™ Violin Strings
Multi-stranded steel core strings are superb for the  
advanced and professional player. The small string 
diameter provides quick bow response. Helicore 
strings produce a warm, clear sound with excellent 
pitch stability and longevity. Helicore is also the 

first choice for electric violinists. The most popular string on the market for  
fiddlers and classical musicians alike!
Helicore Violin Strings - Full Size
Item# Description
H311 E-tinned high carbon steel
H311W E-aluminum wound
H312 A-aluminum wound
H313 D-titanium wound
H314 G-silver wound
H315 C-tungsten/silver wound (low C)
H310 Set coiled
H310W Set coiled-(aluminum E)
HE310-5 Set 5-string
Available in 4/4 size; light, medium, & heavy tensions with the exception of H315 and HE310-5 
which are not available in light tension.

Helicore Violin Strings – Fractional Sizes
Item# Description
H311 E-tinned high-carbon steel
H312 A-aluminum wound
H313 D-aluminum wound
H314 G-nickel wound
H310 Set Coiled
Available in 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 (fits 1/10), 1/16 scale length, medium tension only.

Prelude Violin Strings
Item# Description
J811 E-tinned high carbon steel
J812 A-aluminum wound
J813 D-nickel wound
J814 G-nickel wound 
J810 Set coiled
4/4 size sets available in light, medium, and heavy tensions. Fractional sizes  
3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, (fits 1/10) and 1/16 available only in medium tension. Specify when ordering.

Fiddle Violin Strings
Item# Description
J9001 E-tinned high carbon steel
J9002 A-aluminum wound
J9003 D-nickel wound
J9004 G-nickel wound 
J90 Set coiled

Available in 4/4 length, medium tension only.

Violin StringS

New and Improved  
Zyex Composite Violin strings
Maintain control, tone, and pitch stability  

The warmest sound ever from a synthetic violin string 
Zyex Composite strings are specially crafted to allow players better control over their tone and nuance while maintaining 
fast break-in and excellent stability. They produce a warm, rich sound that is ideal for orchestral and solo applications.

bowed’s

daddariobowed.com

Base SKU

SKU Extension Legend
Sizes:

Violin, Cello, Bass
4/4 = full size
3/4 = three quarter scale (std. scale for bass)
1/2 = one-half scale
1/4 = one-quarter scale
1/8 = one-eighth scale
1/16 = one-sixteenth scale

Viola
XL = extra long scale (17”+ body length)
L = long scale (16-16 1/2”)
M = medium scale (15-16”)
S = short scale (13-14”)
XS = extra short scale (12” and under)

Tensions:
L = light
M = medium
H = heavy

Space

Size
Tension

All new websites feature detailed 
product information, links to 
great content, and easy ways to 
buy our products!

order with
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Zyex® Viola Strings
Zyex is a new generation of synthetic material,  
tremendous for professional players. It was created 
to be stable through extreme climatic conditions and 
settles in very fast, within a matter of hours. Zyex has 
a warmer sound than most other synthetic strings.  
Zyex is a registered trademark of Zyex, Inc.

Zyex Viola Strings
Item Description
DZ411 A-aluminum wound
DZ412A D-aluminum wound
DZ413 G-silver wound
DZ414 C-tungsten/silver wound
DZ410 Set Coiled
Available in short scale (13-14”), medium scale (15-16”), long scale (16” and over). Long scale 
available in light, medium, & heavy tensions.

Prelude™ Viola Strings
A solid steel core string that is durable and not affected by 
temperature and humidity changes. Prelude strings have 
the warmest sound of any solid steel core string, and are 
easy to bow.

Prelude Viola Strings
Item Description
J911 A-aluminum wound
J912 D-aluminum wound
J913 G-nickel wound
J914 C-nickel wound
J910 Set Coiled
Available in four body lengths; 12” (extra short), 13-14” (short), 15-16” (medium), and 16” and 
over (long). Available in medium tension only.

Kaplan Solutions™ Viola Strings
The Kaplan Solutions Viola A string produces a round, 
rich, and open tone. It is designed to blend with  
warmer lower strings and add projection on higher notes.  
Titanium Winding.

Kaplan Solutions Viola Strings
Item Description
KS411 LL Kaplan Solutions Viola A Light Tension
KS411 LM Kaplan Solutions Viola A Medium Tension
KS411 LH Kaplan Solutions Viola A Heavy Tension

Cello StringS
Helicore™ Cello Strings
Multi-stranded steel core strings are superb for the  
advanced and professional player. The small string  
diameter provides quick bow response. Helicore strings 
produce a warm, clear sound with excellent pitch stability 
and longevity. 

Helicore Cello Strings - Full Size
Item# Description
H511 A-titanium wound
H512 D-titanium wound
H513 G-tungsten/silver wound
H514 C-tungsten/silver wound 
H515 NEW! E-aluminum wound
H510 Set-coiled
Available in 4/4 size; light, medium, & heavy tensions.  
H515 E string available as single string only

Helicore Cello Strings – Fractional Sizes
Item# Description
H511 A-titanium wound
H512 D-titanium wound
H513 G-tungsten/silver wound
H514 C-tungsten/silver wound
H510 Set coiled
Available in 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 scale length, medium tension only.

Pro•Arté™ Cello Strings
Nylon core strings are exceptional strings for advancing 
students and amateur players. The Pro•Arté strings  
have a warm sound, are less sensitive to humidity and 
temperature changes, and break in quickly.

Pro•Arté Cello Strings
Item Description
J5901 A-aluminum wound
J5902 D-silver wound
J5903 G-silver wound
J5903T G-tungsten/silver wound
J5904 C-tungsten/silver wound
J59 Set coiled (silver G)
Available in 4/4, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 scale lengths. Pro•Arté Cello available in medium tension 
only. Tungsten Silver G sold as 4/4 single string only..

Prelude™ Cello Strings
A solid steel core string for students that is durable 
and not affected by temperature and humidity changes.  
Prelude strings have the warmest sound of any economy 
steel core string, and are easy to bow.

Prelude Cello Strings
Item Description
J1011 A-nickel wound
J1011A A-aluminum wound
J1012 D-nickel wound
J1013 G-nickel wound
J1014 C-nickel wound
J1010 Set coiled (nickel A)
4/4 size sets available in light, medium, & heavy tensions. Fractional sizes 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8,  
available only in medium tension. Aluminum A sold as single only; available in 4/4 size only. 
Specify when ordering.

Kaplan Solutions™ Violin Strings
The Kaplan Solutions Non-Whistling E-string is specifically 
designed to solve the open E-string “whistling” occurrences. 
It produces a warm, rich tone that blends very well with 
lower strings. Includes one FREE Kaplan Solutions Ball-End 
Adapter for use on single hook style fine tuners!

Kaplan Solutions™ Violin Strings
Item# Description
KS311W 4/4M Kaplan Solutions Non-Whistling E

Kaplan™ golden Spiral Solo 
Violin Strings
The finest gut is chosen to make Kaplan™ Golden Spiral 
Solo strings. Recommended for solo or ensemble playing 
for the professional who demands the great sound and 
feel of gut. Sold only as single strings.

Kaplan Golden Spiral Solo Violin Strings
Item# Description
E-tinned high carbon steel
K420B-1 light tension, ball end
K420B-3 medium tension, ball end
K420B-5 heavy tension, ball end
K420L-1 light tension, loop end
K420L-3 medium tension, loop end
K420L-5 heavy tension, loop end

E-aluminum wound on steel core
K301W medium tension, loop end

A-aluminum wound on gut core
K424-2 13 1/4, med.-light tension
K424-3 13 1/2, medium tension

D-aluminum wound on gut core
K425-2 16 3/4, med.-light tension
K425-3 17, medium tension

D-silver wound
K440-2 13 1/4, med.-light tension
K440-3 13 1/2, medium tension

G-silver wound
K450-2 15 3/4, med.-light tension

Kaplan™ golden Spiral Violin Strings
These strings are manufactured using the same  
techniques as our Golden Spiral Solo line. They are  
sold as single strings only and are not gauge selected.

Kaplan Golden Spiral Violin Strings
Item# Description
K400L E-light tension, loop end
K400M E-medium tension, loop end
K400H E-heavy tension, loop end
K401 A-plain gut 
K434 A-aluminum wound
K435 D-aluminum wound
K430 D-silver wound
K460 G-silver wound

Kaplan™ gold-Plated Violin Strings
Kaplan gold-plated violin E strings provide the traditional 
rich sound expected from a high-quality gold-plated steel 
E string. The exacting plating process also provides for a 
string with enhanced corrosion resistance.

Kaplan Gold Plated Violin Strings
Item# Description
K311GB 4/4M Kaplan Gold-Plated E, Ball-end
K311GL 4/4M Kaplan Gold-Plated E, Loop-end

Helicore™ Viola Strings
Multi-stranded steel core strings are superb for the  
advanced and professional player. The small string  
diameter provides quick bow response. Helicore strings 
produce a warm, clear sound with excellent pitch stability 
and longevity.

NEW! Tinned Steel E for 5-string viola now available
Helicore Viola Strings
Item Description
H411 A-aluminum wound
H412 D-titanium wound
H413 G-silver wound
H414 C-tungsten/silver wound
H415 E-tinned high-carbon steel
H410 Set Coiled (4-string)
Available in short scale (13-14”), medium scale (15-16”), long scale (16” and over) & extra long 
scale (17” and over); long scale available in light, medium, & heavy tensions. H415 available 
in long scale single string only.

ViolA StringS

Pro•Arté™ Viola Strings
Nylon core strings, which are exceptional strings for 
advancing students and amateur players. The Pro•Arté 
strings have a warm sound, are less sensitive to humidity 
and temperature changes, and break in quickly.

Pro•Arté Viola Strings
Item Description
J5801 A-aluminum wound
J5802 D-aluminum wound
J5802S D-silver wound
J5803 G-silver wound
J5804 C-silver wound
J5804T C-silver/tungsten wound
J58 Set coiled (aluminum D)
Available in short scale (13-14”), medium scale (15-16”), long scale (16” and over). Medium tension 
only. Specify when ordering. Tungsten C and Silver D sold as single only (Available only for 16” 
and over).
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cello & bass strings, accessories & displays

Prelude™ Bass Strings
Prelude Bass strings are designed to fulfill the need  
for an easily playable yet economical string for  
students. They are crafted with a special stranded steel 
core designed to provide optimum playability and tension  
for developing bassists.

Prelude Bass Strings
Item Description
J611 G-stainless steel wound
J612 D-stainless steel wound
J613 A-stainless steel wound
J614 E-stainless steel wound
J610 Set

Available in 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 scale lengths, medium tension only.

roSin
D’Addario natural rosin™

All natural ingredients combined in a very special process 
make it perfect for either horsehair or synthetic hair bows. 
Handsome packaging fits nicely in cases and the unique 
plastic channel provides an easy grip for students. Each 
display holds 12 individual rosin. Sold in packers of 12 and 
cases of 72.

Item Description
VR200 Light
VR300 Dark

Kaplan Artcraft rosin™

Premium-quality Artcraft rosin is crafted using the original 
recipe handed down from Ladislav Kaplan. Available in light 
and dark, it is packaged in a reusable soft flannel pouch. 
Each display holds 12 individual rosin. Sold in packers of 12 
and cases of 72.

Item Description
KACR6 Light
KACR7 Dark

Kaplan Premium rosin™ with Case
Kaplan Premium Rosin is formulated using the original 
Kaplan recipe, which produces less dust, helping to keep 
the instrument cleaner. The rosin is packed in an attractive 
case, designed for easy one-handed use, and is available in 
light or dark. Sold in packers of 5 and cases of 30.

Item Description
KRDD Kaplan Premium Rosin with case, dark
KRDL Kaplan Premium Rosin with case, light

String Displays
These attractive displays will fit on slatwall or sit 
on a countertop (shown with product)

Item Description
GDE2-L D’Addario Spring Loaded Display—Violin, Viola
BDE2-L D’Addario Spring Loaded Display—Cello
HBVSD Empty Bass String Display (holds 4 sets)

DiSPlAyS

Prelude™ Single String Kits
Prelude single string kits provide a convenient and  
visually appealing way to stock and display Prelude violin or  
viola single strings. Each assortment is optimized to maximize  
sell-through.

Item Description
SKPRELUDE1 Prelude Violin Singles Kit
SKPRELUDE2 Prelude Violin and Viola Singles Kit
SKPRELUDE3 Prelude Viola Singles Kit
* All assortments contain 100 strings; mix of our most popular sizes. 
* Display tray and index divider cards are included at no extra charge!

Kaplan Solutions™ Ball end Adapter
The Kaplan Solutions Ball End Adapter allows 
any violin or viola string with a ball end to be 
used with standard hook-type fine tuners that  
previously required strings with loop ends. The special 

design of the adapter preserves the alignment of the string into the tuner. It is 
small and inconspicuous, and its gold-colored finish matches all styles of violin 
and viola fittings. Each package contains five adapters.

Item Description
KSAA Kaplan Solutions Ball End Adapters

ACCeSSorieS

Turn to the Planet Waves section, (pages 38-39) to see our full line of  
tuners, tuning forks, polishing cloths, humidity control products, and other 
fine accessories available for bowed instruments.

Kaplan Solutions™ Cello Strings
Kaplan Solutions Cello A and D strings produce a full 
warm, rich, open tone. They are designed to balance  
and blend well with the lower strings. Conceived with the 
professional in mind, they stand up well to extreme bow 
pressure, and provide a strong, projecting soloistic quality 
without being overly bright.

NEW! Now available in heavy and light tensions.
Kaplan Solutions Cello Strings
Item Description
KS511 Kaplan Solutions Cello A, Titanium Wound
KS512 Kaplan Solutions Cello D, Nickel Wound
KSDUO Kaplan Solutions Cello A & D Duo pack, Med.

Single strings available in light, medium, and heavy tensions. Duo Pack in medium  
tension only.

 Kaplan Solutions™/Helicore™  
Combo Set
The Kaplan Solutions/Helicore Combo Set combines solid 
steel core A (titanium wound) and D (nickel wound) Kaplan 
Solutions strings, with the stranded steel core tungsten/ 
silver wound G and C Helicore strings for a unique blend of 

tonal warmth and powerful volume, all while maintaining excellent bow response. It 
provides excellent balance of power and warmth across the instrument, and is ideal 
for chamber music, orchestral, and solo performance applications.

Kaplan Solutions/Helicore Cello Strings
Item Description
KSH510 Kaplan Solutions A & D, Helicore G & C

Full size, medium tension only.

BASS StringS

Helicore™ orchestral  
Bass Strings
Designed for the artist who plays primarily arco.  

Exceptional bow response. Even tonal balance from string 
to string. Can be played pizzicato with full fundamental tone 
and warm harmonics.

Helicore Orchestral Bass Strings – Standard Size
Item# Description
H611 G-nickel wound
H612 D-nickel wound
H613 A-nickel wound
H614 E-nickel wound 
H615 C-(extnd. E) nickel wound
H616 low B-nickel wound
H610 Set-coiled
Available in 3/4 size light, medium, and heavy tensions. Extended E and low B sold as single 
strings only.

Helicore Orchestral Bass Strings – Fractional Sizes
Item# Description
H611 G-nickel wound
H612 D-nickel wound
H613 A-nickel wound
H614 E-nickel wound
H610 Set coiled
Available in 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/10 size, medium tension only.

Helicore™ Hybrid Bass Strings
Designed for the player who performs both arco 
and pizzicato. Excellent pizzicato sustain and  
attack. Quick, accurate bow response. A universal 
choice for a broad range of musical styles.

Helicore Hybrid Bass Strings – Standard Size
Item# Description
HH611 G-nickel wound
HH612 D-nickel wound
HH613 A-nickel wound
HH614 E-nickel wound 
HH615 C-(extnd. E) nickel wound
HH616 low B-nickel wound
HH610 Set-coiled
Available in 3/4 size light, medium, and heavy tensions.  
Extended E and low B sold as single strings only.

Helicore Hybrid Bass Strings – Fractional Sizes
Item# Description
HH611 G-nickel wound
HH612 D-nickel wound
HH613 A-nickel wound
HH614 E-nickel wound
HH610 Set coiled
Available in 1/2 size, medium tension only.

Helicore™ Solo Bass Strings
Designed for the solo/orchestral player. A-E-B-F# 
tuning. Exceptional bow response. Warm, even 
tonal balance from string to string.

Helicore Solo Bass Strings
Item Description
HS611 A-nickel wound
HS612 E-nickel wound
HS613 B-nickel wound
HS614 F#-nickel wound
HS610 Set coiled

Available in 3/4 size, medium tension only.

Helicore™ Pizzicato  
Bass Strings
Designed for the player who performs pizzicato. 
Bright attack with excellent sustain.

Helicore Pizzicato Bass Strings
Item Description
HP611 G-nickel wound
HP612 D-nickel wound
HP613 A-nickel wound
HP614 E-nickel wound
HP615 C-(extnd. E)  nickel wound
HS610 Set coiled

Available in 3/4 size only; light, medium, and heavy tensions. 
Extended E sold as a single string only.

neW! Fingerboard Appliqué
Developed by Peter Stoney to help make the instrument easier to learn, 
play, and enjoy, the Appliqué promotes proper finger placement using a 
tactile approach, allowing the player to feel the proper touch point for 
the note. The Appliqué is available in an “Optic” version with the touch 
lines colored gold, and a “Tactile” version that is solid black and nearly 
invisible on the fingerboard. Installs in minutes and is easily removed.

Item Description
DFA0286 Finger Applique Optic 1/2 Violin
DFA0304 Finger Applique Optic 3/4 Violin
DFAO328 Finger Applique Optic 4/4 Violin
DFAS286 Finger Applique Tactile 1/2 Violin
DFAS304 Finger Applique Tactile 3/4 Violin
DFAS328 Finger Applique Tactile 4/4 Violin
Available for violin 4/4, 3/4, and 1/2 sizes.
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archives music writing paper

Archives music manuscript paper is the finest quality paper available.  
Archives utilizes the same type of balanced pH paper used by the Library 
of Congress, ensuring your compositions will look their best and will last 
a long time. With the wide variety of book sizes and stave choices, you are 
sure to find just the right format for your music. Free display box included 
when you order in packer quantities!

MuSiC SHeetS

looseleaf Sheets
8 1/2” x 11” looseleaf sheets, 3 hole punched and packed in 
individual packs of 50 sheets. Available in 8, 10 or 12 stave.
LL8S, LL10S and LL12S are printed on 24 lb eggshell ledger 
stock. X8S, X10S, and X12S are printed on pure white stock for 
xerographic purposes.

Item Packer Qty Description
LL8S 10 8 stave - 50 sheets
LL10S 10 10 stave - 50 sheets
LL12S 10 12 stave - 50 sheets
X8S 10 8 stave - 50 xerographic sheets
X10S 10 10 stave - 50 xerographic sheets
X12S 10 12 stave - 50 xerographic sheets

Double-Folded Sheets
12 1/2” x 19” sheets printed both sides on 28 lb eggshell 
smooth ledger stock and folded to 9 1/2” x 12 1/2”. Packed 24 
sheets per pack. Available in 8, 10, and 12 stave.

Item Packer Qty Description
D8S 10 8 stave - 24 sheets
D10S 10 10 stave - 24 sheets
D12S 10 12 stave - 24 sheets
D8ST 10 8 stave - 24 sheets/title
D10ST 10 10 stave - 24 sheets/title
D12ST 10 12 stave - 24 sheets/title

MuSiC BooKS

Standard Bound Books
Quality Archives paper-stitched, folded, and perforated  
for easy sheet removal.

Item Packer Qty Description
GTAB-48ST 20 Guitar Tab. - 48 sheets
B10S-48ST 20 10 stave - 48 sheets
B12S-48ST 20 12 stave - 48 sheets
B6S-64ST 25 6 stave - 64 sheets/title

Spiral-Bound Books
Spiral wire bound books all have sturdy leathertone covers 
with the same high-quality Archives music paper inside.

Item Packer Qty Description
B6S-64* 25 6 stave, 64 pages, 7” x 8”
SB88S64 20 double 8 stave, 64 pages, 11”x 13” 
SB18S64 20 18 stave, 64 pages, 12” x 16”
B10S-48* 20 10 stave, 48 pages, 9” x 12”
B10S-96 10 10 stave, 96 pages, 9” x 12”
B12S-48* 20 12 stave, 48 pages, 9” x 12”
B12S-96 10 12 stave, 96 pages, 9” x 12”
* Designated spiral-bound books can be custom ordered with your store logo printed on     
   the front cover. Contact your D’Addario sales representative for details and pricing.

MAnuSCriPt PADS

Manuscript Pads
The same great Archives paper and printing quality in 
pad form. 4 models, all 50 sheets per pad. Printed on 
one side only.

Item Packer Qty Description
SL8S 10 8 stave score pad - 50 sheets
SL10S 10 10 stave score pad - 50 sheets
SL12S 10 12 stave score pad - 50 sheets
SP8S 15 18 stave score pad - 50 sheets
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